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9 of 9 review helpful An Interesting Attack on Materialist Philosophy By Stephen E Robbins This book Panpsychism 
The Philosophy of the Sensuous Universe is a profound insightful work The book defends what Ells terms Idealist 
Panpsychism the general idea of which is that there is a level of ontology actual existence that exists below that of 
even a completed physics i e a physics that perfectly predicts ever Materialism asserts that the universe and everything 
within it including ourselves is a deterministic machine trapped until the end of time on the rigid tracks of inviolable 
laws Only the mechanisms of physics forces electrical charges and so on are consequential nothing else matters 
Experiences such as the taste of honey feelings thoughts choices everything concerning the mind is an illusion or is at 
best a useless and absurd epiphenomenon This access Peter Ells describes pain and suffering in a personal humane 
context much more realistically than in terms of dry abstractions as is usual in such works This book is a valuable 
counterweight to the prevailing physicalist assumptions and it criticises espe 
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